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INTERACTTONOF TEE NEUTRALDEUTERIUN PLUX WITH A FIELD-REVERSE!)

Donald Rej

Los Alamoa National Laboratory, Univ. of California, Los Ahmos N.M. 87545

I. T~RoDu~loN: Recycling effects srising from the penetration of cold
neutrals into a hot plasma has been known to contribute to confinement
properties of toksmaks, &trrors, RPPc, ●nd spheromaks. To date, however,
lodzation ●nd charge exchange processes associated wit! the possible influx
of neutrals have been neglected in PRC transport models, or their effects
have been found negligible for ●xperiments with short lifetimes (< 20 PS].3
These processes are ●lso neglected when ●scertaining the ●xperimental particle
confinement time ~04 As experi ental

?/
YRC lifetimes have recently been

sxtendacl to record values (>300 MS) , these ●ffects on transport may no longer
be negligible. Furthermore, these losses can be enhanced when PRCS translate
at amid speeds much ~eater than the thenual speeds of the neutrals.6 The
pu~ose of this ●nalysis is ●? ●xamine the interaction of neutral deuterium
with ●n FRC. In Sec. 11. the z !levant ●tomic ●nd molecular processes are
reviewed. A simple, steady-state,
transport wdel is described in Sec. 111
similar to those nbserved in the PRX-C
the power loss due to these meutrals
trawlatfag plasms.

multi-species 1-D (radial) neutral
and ●pplied to PRC plasma parameters

4 In Sec. IV, ●stimates of●xperiment.
are made for both stationary ●nd

~~. ATo~c ~ ~LEm pRoa~sEs: At the PRC ●dge, one might ●xpect to
D+, D+, D+. Listed In Table I ●reffnd many specias of deuterium: D2, D,

M
the

reactions theee constituentsmake with t e C ●nd ●ach other.
In this ●ndysin, charge neutrality is ~2+, ...2B.. 7
●osumed ●nd impurities ●re ignored. “%+~. D; +s .B2D

Photoionlzation

1’= : ‘;

-D +D++o
prozesnes’ appaar * ● *&

-~ph~.
unimportant ●nd ● re thereby ne~lectad. Dz+ IJ+*KI;+ B.
For

~+D~-D+Dl
gnch reaction we define the +@ + D* + ● ?

~Llj

collision frequency, v = n<dv>, where n D+,-m+z. D +O+D

is the density of particles with which D ‘~D++D ! +9-3D

● given deuterium speci,s interacte, -2D++*

and <w) denotes the Ma=ell$~ Tabh LI kutarlm ramecion rscoc eouldord.

●veraged reactiou rate coefficient~ ,.3 *@is
which depends m the temperatures of
the reacting particles.

Ti

d,theq of v for cold D2, D, ~+ n~ \
reactione with ?RC deuteronrn an i ,,8 \

!
●lectrons hsve tian computed for n s ‘)

L z~, ●nd Ti radial profiles (shuwa
?!s. ‘ nomelized to the oepcratrix * it
radius re) wmevhat similar to thosa

;:unt~:cf”re:p::;:n;x: ftit!n’ .::* .
rasultc

1
are plotted in Fig. 2. i

Electron impact ionization of D is 000 0.s 1*O i.s

most probable for radii iir<l.a r$o
Outside theee

r/rs
radii, it is about

●qually l:kely that tha S)2 tiolecula rl~. 11$-WW m-c prtiw d b c- ~c-.
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will dissociate or charge exchange with the 500 eV FRC deuterons which could
extend Into this region. At ●very loe~tion, almost all of the D+ ione will .

1dissociatewhile the D atome will charge exchange. The coll~siona -radiative
recombination rates for D+ ●re negligibly mall (V<103S-1) ●ven ●t the cold
outer ●dge of the FRC.

Calculations have also been performed for
20 mtorr FRX-C condi ione (average plasma

~parameters: ne=5X1015cm- , T1=Ti=lOO ●V). At
●ll radii the dominant reactions are: D2
ionization, D: dissociation, and D charge
exchange.

III. NEUTRALDIFFIJSION NODEL: The penetration
of ● constant radial D9 influx ●t the the ●dge
of ●n FRC Ie coneid&ed. For each deuteri~
specfes j there exists the continuity @quatien

where the ●uranatlons include the N pmeible
reactions with each of the 34 ●pecies. The
integer ik is the number of particles lost or
Ua%ned fr% ● ●ingle reaction. “tudy-state
solutions (bn tat-o) af Eq. (1) ● re sousht.

dElongated FR ● (with separatrix length Is>>rs)
similar to those observed ●xperi~ntally ●re
considered; therefore, ●nd ●ffecte ●re
neglected (lee., afaz-o). E&ch species is
●seumed to ~etrate the plasma ●t constant
radial speed v . Eq. (1) subsequently reducee
to four couple ~ ordinary differential ●quatione
for the D2, D, D~, b+

1
rad%al density profilen,

For a boundary cond tion it is ●esumed that ●t
radius 1.3r~ s Q D~ ~density i.theeonmtant no,
while the D, D3, D2, densities ●m zero. Usins
the time inda~endent P’RCPlaama Darametera of

(b) ’09\
‘2

,.8 Iml,.mla

n
7 107
=

s ,.6

,aB

‘c):-
~)ml TIm7

1o? --------- --*-.Z.
\

/“
BlsrmtATwr. ‘“!\

,,n I , 1 ‘u--.
Fig. 1 ●u input, the steady-stata dunmity

e.b e.o 1.? 1.8

profilee have been computed numerically r/r8

●seuming rs=10 cm, v =0.] em/ve (for ●ll four PIR.ZI Collisioa frdqyncios for

specite), ●nd no*4X1013cm- . This value of no (a) DI (E)
to xc.rr !kC-C radial ~rofilao of ~t~.1

; ●nd (c) D corrgcpondlnm

can lM cot~sidarad ●s ●n upper bound, consistent
with tha fraction of initial D2 fill unaccounted for in F’RX-C ●lactron

4 The c~eulto ●ppearinveutory measurements. in Fig. 3. The corresponding
reaccion ratati u n <OV> ●re plotttd in Fig. 4. The D2 moleculce ●re
ultil~~ely3convart~d~ to D+ ions In the narrow band, 1.15r, C r < 1.25r@, uhera
n <10 cm- . The molecul s ●penal less than 1 US in this ragion before m t of
d!em ●re ionized. :The D2 lonm dimaociata, $

●nd the fotmetion of D ie
unimportant. iThe D atoms promptly charge ●xchan~a with the 500 eV PRC out.
D iontsation is fiva tiwc leoa likely than charse ●xchau8e.

IV. POWERLOSS ESTIMATE5: In Sec. 111 it was chown that upon oncounterins
the FRC ●dte, most of tht D molacules ●rc ionized, whila th~ D ●toes charge

t●xchange with the hot FRC dm ●rons. The resultint hot aeuttuls that flaw
rtdially inward will ●sain charse ●xchange well beforo thay penatratc to tha
?RC cemt~r. (The average charge ●xchanse mean free path ic 0.21 cm for FM-C
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5 mtorr conditions ●nd 0.05 cm for 20 mtorr, values much less than r ●)
Therefore, the energy from most of these hot neutrals is directed towarda ?he
containment vessel wall.

xlc’~

‘~

X1C19
e.,

7
‘Fr\

b\
qm 1.s
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r/rm

1.0
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0.0
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?ig. 4: Raactjonratao for (1) D2 charge
●xchangs: (2) D iouizatim; (3) D dis-

6eociation; (6) 2+ diwociatim: (i) D2+

dimsocistivc recoxbinatim; (6) D charse
uchange; (7) D ~ouiz~tifi

The cold ions that result from charge exchange or ionization reside on open
field lines. These ions can be heated by the core plaema to nearly the bulk
ion temperature by classical cross-field thermal conduction. 10 This heating
can occur before the ion is 10SC due to free steaming along the open field
linee. Therefore, for the remainder of the ●nalysis, it is ●ssumed that each
D2 molecule incident onto the plasma surface is indirectly responsible fez? an

.
stationary tiC is -

(2)

●ssociated wfth PA,’ can be defined,

●iiargy 10SS 3T1 from the FRC. For ● given D7 influx ra, the associated power
loss P. for the ulongated,

P. = 6nrsAsroTi

A confinement time,

~%lr~?$~o = ~e[g(l~Te/Ti)/4ro,
where Ep is plaad kinetic energy within the

ta power lees PTR300 MU iS inferred from 5 mtorr FM-C data.

b
For c ●rge ●xchange to contribute 10% to these leases, a critical D2 density
no(cm- ) = 5X1013/fio la necessary (T. = D2 temperature in eV). For 20 mtorl
conditions (where PT”lOO W), the correapondin8 no is 8X1013/4~o(cTn-3).

The D2 flux can increaee substantially when FRCS translate at speed
vz >> vD~* Th@ ●urface ●rea ●cross which the plaama eweepe up theee ueutrals,
however, is reduced by rs/21s. The additional leas incurred because of the
translation Ptr ie

Ptr = 3nnor~vzTi (3)

Axial apeede Vz = v /2 ●ra tvpically meaeured
*

in FRX-C/T ●xpe imente.6 The
corresponding crit cal D2 deneities of 3X1013 ●nd 1.3x10L4 cm-5 for 5 ●nd 20
mtorr coditiono, respectively, af$ neceosary for Ptr to ●ccount for 10%

In the CTOR reactor study, an FRC
gf P~.

with rs=O.95 m,
Ti-15 keV, TR-10 kev,

5=1*5X101 Clz- ,
tE=OOl S, is ●nvisioned to translate

Vz = 30m/e. For thie situation one finds that both
● re most likely to charse ●xchanze with tha
Contrihte I(t% of PT (i.e., %O-lO%E). no Va~u@a
neceesaryo

st epeed
D ●toms

For P to
~-3 Oare
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DISCUSSION: As ● result of this analymis,
made: {1) Cold D2 moleculee incident upon

the following
the plasma

converted to DT ions outside the separatrix; (2) Cold D ●toms

conclusions can
●e ultimately
are moot likely

“ to ckarge exchange with the hot FRC- ions that ●xtend beyond r~; (3) The
resulting hot D ●toms can undergo further charge ●xchange but ●ventually ●ll
of their energy is directed to the containment veseel wall; (4) For T = 1 ●V,
D2 densities outside the plasma exceedfng 10-30% of the inftial fil? density
●re required for P to ●ccount for 10X of the global ●nergy conflneaent in
X-c ; (5) The a~ditfonal losses incurred by plasma tratialation at ●peed
vz>>v~ cre of the ●ame order ●s P. for the stationary PRC (because of the
reduce~ eurfa.e area that theincreased fluxcroesee). Forall temperatures,
ionization of D atoms occurs Iese frequently than does charge ●xchange,
provided Te~i. D2 molecules ●re met likely to b ionized, provided T >5 ●V.
Electron tqerature ~suremnts ●t the low denzity FRC ●dge (r=l.2rs9 have
never been made. If Te in this region is lees than 5 eV, then dissociation of
D2 is more probable. Fox sufficiently large ro, D2 ionization should be
considered when ●scertaining T .

L
In the PRX-C experiment D and D2 densities

outsfde the lasna have never
t

en measured; however, ●lectron inventory
measurements indicate that the plasna comprises ~re than 80% of the Inftial
D inventory imide the 8-pinch coil.

i
Therefore, P. could not contribute more

t ●n ●bout 10% to ~, for D2 temperatures of 1 eV. Moreover, the
contributions of D2 ionization i
●xperiments,

~ the inferred %~ is ●lao less than 10%. In
the scaling ~trs (for constant x ) 1s obse~ed. Therefore,

!
charge ●xchange 10SSOS can becme Increasingly sign ficant for larger size(l
tieviees ●ince the ratio 7./% ●ill decrease with r: .

IThe purpose of this ana ysis has been to identify the important reactions
that neutrals undergo upon mcountering ●n FRC and to ●ssess the impact of
these processes on the confinement properties. These results ●re preliminary.
Future work will concentrate on ● much needed improvement of the neutral

14 will be used to includediff~sion model. One-dinensionsl transport codes
self-consistent diffusion coefficients ant the ●ffec:s of neutrals absorbed$
●mitted, ●nd reflected from the contatnmeut vessel walls. These ●ffects will
then be coupled with other ●ner8y loss mechanisms ●uch ●s thermal :mduction10
to calculate self consistent radial plasme profiles.
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